
 Packaged for air tools, tire changers, automotive lifts, 
and robotics and machine tool 

 Mounted separator with micrometric lubricator  

 Air output: 10 micron lubricated air 

DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER 
20   SCFM  21999-0416 
50   SCFM   21999-0247 
120 SCFM  21999-0248 

 Packaged for air tools, tire changers, automotive lifts, 
robotic and machine tool.  

 Mounted separator, piston regulator, micrometric           
lubricator.  

 Air output: 10 micron regulated and lubricated air 

DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER 
20   SCFM     21999-0415 
50   SCFM   21999-0249 
120 SCFM  21999-0250 

*120SCFM packages mounted 
with heavy duty aluminum 
extrusion mounts 

Tsunami™ Filtration Package   #1 Tsunami™ Filtration Package   #2 

 Packaged for industrial painting, plasma cutting, laser 
cutting, nitrogen generators, and critical automation 

 Mounted separator and oil coalescer 

 Air output: .01 micron (oil carry over.001 mircon)  ISO 
class 4 

DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER 
20   SCFM    21999-0424 
50   SCFM   21999-0251 
120 SCFM  21999-0252 

DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER 
20   SCFM    21999-0677 
50   SCFM   21999-0253 
120 SCFM  21999-0254 

 Packaged for industrial painting, plasma cutting, laser 
cutting, nitrogen generators, and critical automation 

 Mounted separator and oil coalescer with piston       
regulator 

 Air output: .01 micron (oil carry over.001 mircon)  ISO 
class 4 

*120SCFM packages 
mounted with heavy duty 
aluminum extrusion mounts 

Tsunami™ Filtration Package   #3 Tsunami™ Filtration Package   #4 

Tsunami™ Filtration Packages 

Includes: Water separator and lubricator Includes: Water Separator, regulator 

and lubricator 

Includes: Water separator and oil            

coalescing filter 

Includes: Water separator, oil coalescing 

filter and regulator 



 Packaged for automotive painting, inspection rooms,    
air contact with food or medical equipment, and air             
bearings.  

 Mounted separator, oil coalescer and carbon filter 

 Air output: .003ppm of .01 micron. ISO class 1 HEPA 
grade, Grade “D” instrument grade 

DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER 
20   SCFM  21999-0421 
50   SCFM   21999-0255 
120 SCFM  21999-0256 

*120SCFM 
packages 
mounted with 
heavy duty 
aluminum 
extrusion 
mounts 

DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER 
20   SCFM    21999-0678 
50   SCFM   21999-0257 
120 SCFM  21999-0258 

 Packaged for automotive painting, inspection rooms, 
air contact with food or medical equipment, and air 
bearings.  

 Mounted separator, oil coalescer and carbon filter with 
piston regulator 

 Air output: .003ppm of .01 micron. ISO class 1 HEPA 
grade, Grade “D” instrument grade 

*120SCFM packages 
mounted with heavy duty 
aluminum extrusion 
mounts 

Tsunami™ Filtration Package   #6 Tsunami™ Filtration Package   #5 

Tsunami™ Filtration Packages 

www.tsunami.us.com     |     800-782-5752     |     info@gosuburban.com 

Tsunami Compressed Air Solutions is a division of 

Tsunami™ Filtration Package   #8 Tsunami™ Filtration Package   #7 

DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER 
50   SCFM   21999-0494 

 

DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER 
20   SCFM   21999-0414 
50   SCFM  21999-0679 

 Packaged for air tools, tire changers, automotive lifts, 
and robotics and machine tool 

 Mounted separator with micrometric lubricator  
 

 Packaged for air tools, tire changers, automotive lifts, 
and robotics and machine tool 

 Mounted separator with micrometric lubricator  

Includes: Water separator, oil coalescing 

filter and activated carbon 

Includes: Water separator, oil coalescing 

filter, activated carbon and regulator 

Includes: Water separator and regulator Includes: Oil coalescing filter and regulator 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Suburban-Manufacturing/332071013545769
http://www.youtube.com/user/GoSuburban?feature=watch
http://www.gosuburban.com/index.html

